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corresponding processes obtained 
by reversing the direction of time. The duality between the processes of forward and backward 
time, respectively, is considered for Markov processes, defined by a prescribed family of upward 
and downward jump rates. 
A new characterization is obtained of the probability measures, which are invariant for the 
stochastic evolution associated with a specific set of jump rates. It leads to the conclusion that, 
if phase transition occurs, then all measures, with a given set of local conditional distributionc 
in common, are invariant provided one of them is. 
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The technique to study the time reversal of a stochastic prsce~s in 
its distributional properties in greater detail, 
lation of quant 
arks (Nelson [ 141). The object of interest is a class of FvIarkov diffusion 
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processes on a finite-dimensional state space, and it is shown that the drift functions 
corresponding to forward time and backward time, respectively, together yield a 
description of the evolution in time of the probability density function, which is 
equivalent o the Schriidinger evolution in time of the corresponding wave function. 
Fsllmer and Wakolbinger [8], more generally, study time reversal of a class of 
infinite-dimensional, not necessarily Markov, diffusion processes. They extend QO 
such cases the basic connection between forward and backward drift processes on 
one hand, and probability density functions on the other, sometimes referred to as 
a Kolmogorov gradient formula. 
Kunsch [9], uses a time reversal technique to study spin systems on Zd, that is, 
Markov processes on the state space (0, I}=‘. 
Our intention is to investigate to what extent some of the methods and ideas 
developed for diffusion processes can be carried over to, and eventually ield new 
results on, two-state Markov processes or other related processes with discrete state 
space. 
To do this we consider a class of intermediary birth-and-death processes. This 
class contains, as two extremes, two-state processes of the type studied in [9], and, 
at least formally as a scale parameter tends to zero, infinite-dimensional drift 
diffusion processes as considered in [8]. We then follow rather closely along the 
lines of F6llmer and Wakolbinger with the aim of obtaining appropriately modified 
versions of their results valid for the jump processes considered here, and with the 
further aim of applying these results to the particular case of two-state Markov 
processes. This approach was directly motivated by [8]. 
Let I be a countable index set and let, for each i E I, Xf, 0 s t s T, be a birth-and- 
death process which jumps up or down with steps of size CI on the state space of 
a-multiples na, n E 2, eventually bounded from below and from above by some 
finite numbers r- and r+ so that r-s na s r+. We assume that the trajectories are 
right-continuous. Let P be the probability measure governing the evolution in time 
of the joint process X, = (Xf)ie,, 0~ t G 7. 
We adopt the view of considering X, as a semimartingale and represent each 
component Xi as a sum of an absolutely continuous drift process part and a pure 
jump martingale psti. As a preliminary we discuss in Section 2 the stochastic alculus 
and the martingale characterization for one-dimensional arkov birth-and-death 
recesses. Pn connection with this we introduce a class of particularly simple 
recesses, called standard, which are time homogt:Geous and sym- 
ant jump intensities and reflecting barriers, and normed so that 
mean waiting time before next jump is a2 in each state. 
Section 3 we start with a probability lqeasure P and ask whether X admits a 
semimartingale r presentation under I? The basic assumption on P we then proceed 
ostponing the precise definition to Section 
s follows. Consider a family of reference 
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independent of Xj,j if i. This means that the effect of P’ is to decouple X” from 
the rest of the system and let it jump freely with exponential holding times. If, for 
all in I, P can be obtained from P’ by an absolutely continuous change of measure 
such that E[log(d P/d P' j] & +a, where E is expectation with respect o then 
has locally finite entropy. 
The first result says th this condition there exi apted processes rr: and 
(a:)* such that dXf = #1,0stb~, where is a square integrable 
martingale with quadratic variation d( M ‘, ‘), = (at)* dt. The trajectories are not 
exploding and we derive bounds on the interaction between the components and a 
moment condition o: Jcf. 
Section 4 is devoted to probability measures P which are Wlarkov. We also assume 
that there are finite lower aDd upper bounds r- and r+, so that rhe state space of 
Xt is compact. We describe ? in terms of its infinitesimal characteristics A’(x) and 
p’(x), i E 1, giving the rates for upward and downward jumps at time t given that 
X, = x. The connection to the paramt:ers in the differentia! description above is 
then given by 
vf = a(A'(X,)-p'(X,)) 
and 
(of)*=a*(A’(X,)+p’(X,)), ic I, 0~ .‘s T. 
The main part of this section concerns the question of giving sufficient conditions 
on the jump rates to ensure that the probability measure they generate has locally 
finite entropy. This is done in Theorem 4.2 and, in a form more suitable for examining 
whether a specific process has this property or not, in Corollary 4.3. In addition it 
is shown that these sufficient conditions also yield a representation formula for the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative dP/dP’. In a series of examples it is then shown that 
many natural processes do have the required regularity. 
The relevance of the jump height parameter a is to enable us to check the 
corresponding results which, at least formally, are obtained in the limit as a tends 
to zero. In particular, the scaling is chosen so that the standard birth-and-death 
process converges in distribution to a standard (eventually reflected) 
motion. 
The finite entropy condition seems to be well adapted to the time reversal 
technique. Let X,, 0 t G G T, be the right-continuous version of XT-,, 0 s t s 7, and 
let P be defined by requiring X to behave under P as X behaves under 
5 it is first shown that if P has locally finite entropy, then P has 1 
This impBies that X has a semimartingale r presentation under 
(Theorem 5.3). 
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In the final section we apply the structural results obtained in the previous ections 
to certain questions posed by Kinsch 191. This concerns the interplay between a 
given family of jump rates A ‘(x) and p’(x), i E I, and the local conditional distribu- 
tions p’(x) of a probability measure which is invariant for the time evolution 
associated with the jump rates. We show that the local conditional distributions of 
a stationary measure are characterized as the solutions to a set of equations, which, 
therefore, can be seen as an infinite-dimensional analogue of the stationary 
Kolmogorov backward equation. This allows us to improve some of the results in 
[9] slightly. We show that with respect o a given spin system on Zd, all measures 
with the same set of local conditional distributions, in particular, all Gibbs states 
with the same interaction potential, are stationary provided one of them is. In some 
shift invariant situations this leads to a characterization of all shift invariant station- 
ary measures. 
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1. Notation and preliminaries 
Let Q be a real number, let R- and R+ belong to the extended real line and let 
F = F( a, R’, R’) be the set of integer multiples of a, including zero, in between 
R- and R ‘i The minimum and the maximum of the points in F are denoted by 
r- = a[R”/a] and r+= a[ R+/a]. Let I be some countable index set, e.g. the d- 
dimensional lattice of integers Zd, and let S = F’ be the product space of copies 
of F over 1. We topologize S by using the product opology of the discrete topology 
on F. 
Let T > 0 be fixed and let 0 be the set of right-continuous trajectories with left-hand 
limits of ;ca -and-death process with state space S and defined on the time 
interval [O, enoce by 
j),,,, oc t s 7, 
the coordinate process on 0. This means that the trajectories of each coordinate 
are piecewise constant except at points where jumps, up or down, of size a occur. 
et 9, be the a-algebra on 0 generated by the trajectories up to time t, so that the 
family (g,), 0 s t s 7, is the canonical filtration generated by X,, 0 s t s 7, and let P 
e assume that (9,) is right-continuous, and 
we assume that the additional null-sets of 
to all o-algebras g,, 0 c t 6 T, so t al 
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We will mainly consider probability measures P under which X is a 
process. The standard approach to construct arkov processes from a se 
of linear operators simplifies considerably if the state space of the process is 
compact. Therefore, when discussing Markov processes, we alw 
--OO < R-, R’ < +cw>, sothat F, and hence S, are compact. 
in the rest of this section refers to this case. When we say below thkat X is a 
birth-and-death process on S with generator 3, this means that a family (PI) of 
semigroup operators has been specified which in the following sense generates the 
probability measure R See Liggett [ 11, Chapter P .t -23. 
Let %(S) denote the set of continuous functions on S and %‘@(S) the subset of 
functions which only depend upon finitely many coordinates. Using the supremum 
norm llfll = sup,&(x)I, s(S) is a Banach space and ‘%QS) is dense in g(S). A 
Markov scmigroup on %(S) is a one-parameter family { Pf, 0~ t s r} of linear 
operators on V(S) which satisfy the conditions 
(i) PO= I, 
(ii) P,P, = PS+t, 0s s S f S 7, 
(iii) II P,fll S II fll for all fE %( S‘) ,s 
(iv) lirn,,() P,f=$ for all fC q(S), 
(v) P,l=l, Oat=r, 
(vi) P,fa 0 whenever $3 0. 
The Hille-Yosida theorem says there ia a one-to-one correspondence between 
Markov semigroups on %(S) and closed operators 3’ on %(S) with dense domain 
9(3’) such that 
(i) 1 E B(Z) and 2’1 =0, 
(ii) Iffy 9(Z), h 30 and $ - A.Zf =g, then minXEsj(x) a minXEs g(x), 
(iii) The range of I - AZ is W(S) for sufficiently small A > 0. 
The correspondence is given by 
A?f = liii (P,f-f)/t forj% V(S) 
and 
P,f = pJlll 
-n 
forfc%‘(S) and ~0, 
and 2’ is called the generator of the arkov semigroup. A linear subspace D of 
9(Z) is said to be a core for 2’ if 9 % e closure of its restriction to D. It is known 
that a Markov semigroup on V(S) uniquely determines astrong, time-homogeneous 
Markov process on S. Let P be the probability measure on (Q, 9J which in this 
way is determined as the unique probability measure such that X under P is a 
strong Markov process for which P, f (x) = E[ 
tional expectation is taken with respect o 
distribution of X0, the probability measure 
for 2, that is, is the unique proba 
j:,2f(XS)ds,0-f- e G 7, is a P-local martingale for all fE 9( 2). 
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Let A(S) denote the set of probability measures on S. The dual {Pi} of a Markov 
semigroup acts on A(S) by P:v(f,= v(P,f), where v(f)=jf(x)dv(x), VEA(S). 
In particular, for an arbitrary initial distribution v of X0, the distribution vr of X, 
is given by v, - Piv. If v, = v for all t, then v is an invariant measure and X has a 
stationary distribution under P Let 4 denote the set of measures invariant under 
P Since § is compact, 9 is non-empty. In terms of the generator, vE 4 if and only 
if j ZJ’( x) d v( x) = 0 for all f in a core for JZ The subset 3 c .% of revels&e measures 
is the set of v E 9 such that 
for all f and g in a core for 9. 
2. Stochastic calculus for simple birth-and-death processes 
As a preliminary we start in this section by considering in some detail the stochastic 
calculus for one-dimensional Markov birth-and-death processes with state space F. 
In particular we introduce what will be called a standard birth-and-death process, 
which will later on serve as reference process playing a role analogous to that of 
Brownian motion in the theory of Wiener drift processes. For a general presentation 
of the theory of martingales of processes whose sample paths are piecewise constant 
and have finitely many discontinuities in a finite interval, see e.g. Boel, Varaiya and 
Wong [2]. 
We suppress here the upper index of Xi and &note by X a one-dimensional 
process defined on (F, S$, P) with canonical filtration (3,). In spite of the remarks 
in Section 1, in this one-dimensional situation we allow a non-compact state space 
as well. We assume that X admits under P matrices P, = (P,(x, Y))~,~~ F, 0~ t s T, 
of Markov transition probabilities, satisfying the continuity condition Cm,+ P, = I, 
and denote the non-zero, nondiagonal elements of the coreesponding matrix 
(2(x, Y )) x,JjF F of infinitesimal characteristics by A(x) = 9(x, x + a), x 
p(x) = Zf’(x, x - a), x E F\( r-}, say. We assume that X is stable, that is, that the 
jump rates satisfy A(x) -t p(x) < + 00 for all x E E 
Let U, and D, count respectively the number of upward and downward jumps 
of X up to time t, so that 
X,=X,+(lJ,-D,), OS?ST. (2.1) 
We say that X is non-degenerate on [0, T], if the number of jumps of X up to time 
7 is a.s. finite, that is, if UT + 0, < 3-00 P-a.s. 
on [0, T] if and ml” if 
I 
t 
(A, + ps) ds c + w P-a..~., 
0 
7 
(2.2) 
where A, = A(X,) and pt = p(X,). 
er the sequence (TnJwBB of jump times of U 
(here and below we use the convention that infma over empty sets are set equal to 
+oo), and denote its limit by 7I The Doob-Meyer decomposition applied to the 
submartingale U yields 
w, = A,_ ds t fi,, OSbCTr\T, (2.3) 
where A,_ is the left-continuous, hence predictable, version of the jump intensity A, 
and where fi,, OS 6 < T A T, is a local martingale. This decomposition is unique 
within stochastic equivalence. See Liptser-Shiryayev [12, Theorems 18.1 and 18.2). 
Also consider the sequence (S&,, of stopping times defined by 
and put C, = I($ 2 t), 0~ t < 7. If (2.2) holds, then 
so that, P-a.s., & + +m as n + -MO. Therefore* since C, is predictable, 
due to (2.3), which implies L$ C +w, P-as. 
Conversely, if V, < + n T = +QO, P-as., and since UT,, = n, 
follows from (2.3) that 
Hence ji h, ds < +OO, P-as. The same argument holds for 
proof. 0 
which finishes the 
the lemma that a birth-an 
(2.2) has a regular version, that is, a versio 
trajectories for wkic e sequence of ju 
equal to T. In the sequel we will always without mentioning refer to this version. 
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We now turn to the martingale characterization of X, where, together with the 
jump intensities A, and prs we will consider the infinitesimal drift parameter v and 
the infinitesimal variance parameter u*, defined by 
@+=4~w-Pbh -F, 
u*(x)=a*(h(xj+~(x)), XE F. 
We write v, for v(X,) and crf for a’<X,). 
(2.4 
Proposition 2.3. Let A (x) and p(x) bef?nite right-continuous functions with left-hand 
Lnits on F. Then X is a stable, non-degenerate Markov birth-and-death process 
admitting jump intensities h, and g,, if and only f 
I 
I 
M,=X,-X0- vSds, Osts7, (2.5) 
0 
is a local martingale with P-a.s. @ite quadratic variation process 
(M, M), = 
I 
.’ a; ds, Osts7. 
0 
The process Mt is a square integrable martingale if and only if the stronger condition 
E (2.6) 
holds. 
roof. Assume that X is non-degenerate onCO, T]. Then, by the representation (2.3) 
of U, a corresponding representation of D and (2.4), 
where MI = a( i& - fi,), 0~ t G T, is a local martingale such that the quadratic vari- 
ation process 
I 
I 
( ), = aZ(( fi, 6),=+(6,6),) = a: ds, OS. t 
0 
is P-as. finite by Lemma 2.1. 
or the nverse, we use the relations 
U, = ([X.-X,], + a(X, - Xo))/2a2 
and 
Q = ([X. - Xolt - a(Xt - Xo))/2a2, 
]It = [X, X], = Co_, (AXs)*+ X& to see, by (2.5), that 
1 
= 
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and 
I 
I 
D,= Ps ds + 1)5) 
0 
where &O~ terand 1),,06 ts7,arelocal artingales. As rem rked in the proof 
of Lemma 2.1, this identifies (at least the predictable versions of) A, and pr ;$s the 
jump intensities of Xt. Since h, and pt depend on X only thro 
U and D they generate dre Markov, and since (kw, 1M), < -I-CO 
and non-degenerate by Lemma 2.1. 
The last note of the proposition is obvious since 
E[Mf] = E[‘M, ),]=E [I I ‘cr:ds . El 0 
We now consider a particularly simple birth-and-death process on F, which is 
time homogeneous, ymmetric and reflecting at the boundaries. More exactly, we 
choose 
A(x)=1/2Q2, F<xdr+, A(~-)=l/a~, 
p(x) = 1/202, r-S x < r+, &+) = I/a’. 
(2.7) 
It follows from Proposition 2.3 that this is achieved through the following definition. 
DefiaiQioa 2.4. We say that X is a standard birth-and-death process on F, if 
* M,=X,-X0-- 
I 
’ WXS = r-} - 1(X, = r’}) ds, 
a 0 
is a square integrable martingale with quadratic variation 
(M, M), = t, 0~ t < 7. 
Proposftion 2.5. Let X be a standard birth-and-death process on 
the transition prsbabilities Pvx( t) = P(X, = x 1 X0 = y), 0 
where I,(t) is the modified Bessel function of 
The proof is omitted. e only need bel 
P,,(t) 2 exp(-tla’)Z~,-,l,,(tla”). 
P_AO = exp(-tl a’) if (~(x+2k(r+-r-l-y,,a(I/Clt) 
&=-cc- 
+ k*r+ -x+tl4r+ _,-j_y,lo( t/a’)), r- < x < r+, 
PyxW =ewd-Va2) iif ~~x+2k(r+-r-)-~,la(t/a~), x==r -, r+, 
k---Z 
(2.8) 
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For later reference we also note that 
P,,+(t)p(r+)=P,+(t)A(x), r-==x-=r+, 
P,&)A(r-) = P,-,(t)&), f-<xc r+, 
Pxy(t) = pyso else, 
reflecting the fact that, for -00 c r-, r+ < + 00, the probability measure defined by 
p(x) = al(r’ - r-), r- < x < r+, and p(x) = a/2@+ - r-), x = r- or x = r+, is revers- 
ible for the standard birth-and-death process. In a more compact notation 
where 
f ifr-= y<x<r+orr-<x<y=r+, 
y(x,y)= 2 if *- =x<yCr+mr-<y<x=r+, 
1 else. 
Qbserve that 
Yk YY-’ = Y(Y, XL 74x, dY(s Y) = 24% Yb (2.10) 
3. Infinite-dimensional birth-and-death processes 
For given parameters a, R-, R+ and 7, let X defined on (a, ST, P) be a birth-and- 
death process on S. We want to study probability measures P, such that the 
component processes of X do not jump simultaneously and where the interaction 
between the components i  mediated only through the influence on the jump intensity 
of a specific component X ‘, of some or all of the other X’,j E I\(i). A condition 
on P which precludes imultaneous jumps and restricts ohe strength of interaction 
appropriately, is the following adaptation to our case of the condition of locally 
finite entropy, introduced in [S] in order to study infinite-dimensional ditiusions. 
’ be the filtration of a-algebras generated by Xh and all 
xcept X’, mote exactly, put 
A family of reference measures Pi, i E I, is now defined as follows. 
Denote the measure of a one-dimensional standard birth-and-death process for 
which X0 = x, by v,, x E P;, and consider sets A = B n C, where BE a(Xf, 0~ s s 7) 
‘,, 0s s s T, j E I\( i}). Define 
P’(A)= C v,(B)P(Cn{X~=x}) 
XEF 
and extend Pi to 3? This means that the restrictions of P and P’ to 9$ coincide, 
is standard actor ing to Definition 2.. 
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We denote by E and E’ expectations with respect to P and P’, and if P is 
absolutely continuous with respect o Pi, then Lf = dP/dP’iy, denotes the Radon- 
Nikodym derivative restricted up to time t. 
Definition 3.1[8]. A probability measure P on (OS ) is said to be of to 
entropy if, for all i E 1, P is absolutely continuous with respect to P” and the condition 
H(P~P’)=E[log(L:)]C +a 
holds. We call H( P 1 P’) the local entropy OF P at i. Note that by Jensen’s inequality 
H(PJP’)=E’[L~logL~]~o. 
The following theorem shows that for P of locatly finite entropy we can find 
adapted processes 0: and (05)~~ 0~ t G a, and (P, ST)-martingales A#, i E 1, such that 
(G % RX, (MiM is a weak solution to the stochastic differential equation 
dXf=vfdt+dMj, Q~t+r, &I, 
where 
d(M’, M’), =(uf)*dt, 0s ts 7, ic I, 
and such that (3.1), (3.3) and (3.4) below hold. 
(3.1) 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose P km hxdy finite entropy. Then there exist adapted processes 
vf and (of)‘, 0~ t s T, in I, such that 
and such that the processes (M i)ia b, deBned by 
are sqtrare integrable martingales with quadratic variation and covariance processes 
(M’, M’), = ’ (cT:)= ds, (M’, 
I 
i#j, OStSx 
0 
Furthernxwe, the moment condition 
and the locality condition 
-oj)‘dt c+q &I, 
I 
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roof. We extend the notation of Section 2 as follows. Let for j E I, Uj and Dj 
count the number of upward and downward jumps of Xj, so that 
For the square bracket process [Xl, = [X, X], =&srt (AX.)*+X& where AXs = 
X, - Xs_, this implies tha’: 
[Xi-Xi,], = a2( U{+ D{). (3.6) 
Conversely, Vj and Dj are given in terms of Xj as 
Uj=([X+X(J,+a(Xj-Xi))/2a* 
and 
D’, = ([X-f- Xi], - a(X{ - X’,))/2a*. 
Under Pi, for a fixed i E Z and all j E I, let 
be the Doob-Meyer decomposition of the submartingale Uj into a +local Pi- 111 . . 
martingale U” and an increasing predictable process Aj’, and 
& = Bji + 6,” 
I I ,, Owe, (3.8) 
the corresponding Pi-decomposition of Dj. By definition of Pi, in particular, 
dA’:‘=#_ddt and dBy=&dr, OG~CT, 
where hy - h(Xi) and pii =p(Xj), where h(x) and p(x) are the birth and death 
rates introduced in (2.7). 
We first show that corresponding Doob-Meyer decompositions, where the predict- 
able parts are integrable and absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue 
measure, also exist under the original measure P, that is, that there exist intensities 
il: and cc: and square-integrable P-martingales 0: and fi:, such that, P-a.s., 
I 
t 
h;ds, O<tc~ (3.9) 0 
(3.10) 
To this end we start by showing that the square-bracket [ Li, fiii] is of Pi-integrable 
total variation: 
ii 
II s i +aQ 
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To prove (3.11) we use the fact that L’ is in W’ (with respect o P’), the set of 
uniformly integrable Pi-martingales Yt, 0 s t s 7, bounded in the H ’ -norm 11 Y II,+ I= 
E’[( Y):], where (Y): denotes the maximal function (Y): =su~~~~~~ 1 Ycl of Y. 
This follows from the inequality 
E’[(L’):]s2(1+ sup E’[LfPqg+ Li]) 
OsSCT 
[4, V.25, continuous time analogue of (25.21)] and Jensen’s inequality, which yield 
that 
]lL’]],l”-2(1+H(P[P’))c+~. (3.12) 
Together with (3.12) we need the dual condition that L? is in BMO, the dual 
space of H’. For uniformly integrable martingales Yt, 0~ t s 7, the norm [I l llBMOl 
is defined by 
II VI BMOl =inf{c>O; /E’[ly+- Ytl19Jll,~ c,O~ ts 7). 
We will take advantage of the estimate 
II VI BMO I=-2(( SUP llAySll& (SUP llE’[lK - ~k%ltlm))= I 
OSSsr osssr 
(3.13) 
See [4, VII.76, in particular (76.4)]. In order to apply this with Y = fiii, we use that 
which implies that 
so, by (3.13), 
11 fiii 11 BMQ, s 2(1 v ~2~/a’h (3.14) 
Fefferman’s inequality [4, III%, (87.1)], together with (3.12) and (3.14), now 
yields 
proving (3.11). 
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We can now let (L’, fiii) denote the predictable Pi-compensator of [ Li, gii] and 
conclude from (3.11) that 
J 
t fi+ ii:‘._. (l/L;-) d(Li, fiii)S, 0~ MT, (3.15) 
0 
is a 7-local martingale under Z? See Lenglart [ 10, ThCor&me 21. 
Now consider the stochastic integral 
(summation over all jump times s of U’ such that s s t). 
Let ~8. ,,I) be the Doleans measure of (L’ l Ui) acting on the product o-algebra 
3, x &, where 98, is the Borel-cr-algebra on [0, T], that is, let for DE !3?, x 9.. 
V:Ll. ui) (D)= E’ [I T ZD(s) d(L’* Vi), . 0 I 
Similarly, let 
vui( D) = E i[l,‘Zadu:] 
be the DolCans measure generated by U’. 
Let 9( ST) denote the predictable sub+algebra over 9, x ST, and let F(L’. ui) 
and FUd denote restrictions of the Doleans measures to 8( ST). Clearly, dvtti. u’) = 
L’ dvud, so that v, L’. u+ vu’. Hence also fitLd. uil<< &I. 
Let ( vr,, n 2 1) be the sequence of jump times of U’. The stochastic intervals 
[o,~“~=((s,w)E[0,T]Xn;o~sa Q(W)} E P( ST). Put 0, = [O, ~1 u ST. Then 
D,, E 9(&) and 
E(L’. (J’) (Dn) = E i[Jo”” L:dU:] = E1[Lll,,W’,,,]~EIU~,,]cn. 
This shows that 3 (Lg. ,y) is a-finite (and hence that qc’. u’) is o-finite). Similarly it 
4 is Q-finite. By the Radon-Nikodym eorem this implies the 
nnesative predictable function Li, 0 G 6 
ii? = dfifLl. rI’) /dF”(, 
that is, such that 
E” Z&s)d(L’* U’), ii;Z,,cs) diJ: . 1 
E P( ST), so that Z?ZD E9(9,J, then 
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so that 
or, equivalently, 
(3.16) 
for any nonnegative predictable process C,. We now define 
hf= ~(L:_)-‘I{L;_>o]A;, OS tS “r, (3.17) 
and claim that this A i yields the representation (3.9). We denote by A :- the predictable 
version c;( Li-)-‘I{ Lj_ > O}A f_ of A:. Note that A: = A f- dP” dt-a.e. 
Let C,, 0~ t s 7, he a nonnegative predictable process such that 
[I 
1 
E C,( Lj_)-‘i{L;_ > O)ld(LiS fiiijSI < +oo. 
0 1 
Then, since (Li, fiii), is predictable, 
[I 
t 
E C,( L;_)-‘I{ ES_ > 0) d(L’, ii”), 
0 1 
[ J 
t 
=E’ L; C,(Lf_)-‘I{L:_>O} d(Li, 6”), 
0 I 
= E’ [I r L;C,(L:_)-‘I{L:_>O}d(L’, fiii), 0 I 
=E’ [I z C&(Lf_)-‘I(L:->O}d(L’, fiii), 0 3 
=E’ r J ’ C’sI{L:_>O} d[L’, iriiJS 
0 1 
[I 
3 
SEE’ c,x{LS_>O}(L~-Lt_)dU~ 
0 1 
where (3.16) is used ina the last step. By definition (3.17) the first term of the last 
expression in (3.18) can be written 
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Similarly, the last term in (3.18) equals 
From (3.18) we conclude that, P-a.s., 
(L:)” d(Li, fiii)s = (A;-A;) ds, (3.19) 
and, therefore, from (3.1 S), that 
is a r-local P-martingale. 
In order to prove, moreover, that fii is a P-martingale, we observe that (Li, fiii) 
has Pi-integrable total variation [4, VMOa], so that (3.11) still holds if the square 
brackets are replaced by sharp ones. Therefore, since E[j,’ A t ds] G T/a’, we obtain, 
in view of (3.19), that 
sT/a2+E (LfJ-‘I{Lf_>O}d(L’, e”)S 1 
(L:_)-‘I(L;_>O) d(Li, fiii>, 1 
=T/a%E’ [I T(L~-)(Lj_)-‘I{L~_~O}d(Li, fiii), 0 1 
(3.20) 
proving that fii is a P-martingale, and, since [ fi’, 0’1, = [U’, Vi], = Uf, hence 
E[( f?:)2] = E[ Vi], that fi” is square integrable. We have thus established, for all 
i E I, the P-rep esentation (3.9), and, replacing above U’ by D’ and defining pf in 
analogy to A i,, we also obtain (3.10). The intensities A 5 and pf are uniquely defined 
d Pi dt-a.e. 
y taking conditional P-expectations with respect o 9’ of both sides of (3.9), 
we obtain, for a fixed i E I and all j E I\{ i}, 0 s t s T, 
ere At denotes an optional version of the conditional expectation A: = E[A( 1 Si] 
and where & = E[& A{ ds 1 .!!F:] - 1; A{ ds. Since the processes E[ I?{ I $I], 0 5 t s 7, 
and rt,Os CsT, are oth (P, 9’)-martingales (cf. Bremaud [3, IV, Theorem l]), 
I. Kaj / Enw rewrsal and stationarity 
hence (P’, #)-martingales, hence (Pi, %)-martingales, this implies that by chaos’ 
fit = E[ 3; ISf] + I’, and Aj:’ = 1: A”, ds we have identified the terms in the 
decomposition (3.7) of U{. Here hi’ is unique dP’ dt-a.e. corresponding way 
and with analogous notation, the relation dB{ = &_ dt + f 0s t S ‘E* s~~i~~s 
(3.8). 
What has been gained so far can equivalently be expressed using instead of the 
pair A( and p{, the pair 
v”,=a(A{-p(), (di)*=a*(hj+p{), (3.21) 
and, instead of A{ and & the pair 9: and (c&“, analogously defined. Setting 
M{=a(fi’,_$) and Mf=a(fif -” - D, ), then (3.5) and (3.6) imply that (3.1) and 
(3.2) hold, and, in addition, that 
I 
t 
MP=xj_xi_ 
t t 0 v’,‘ds, O<idr, 
0 
is a (P’, 9).martingale with quadratic variation 
Further, for a given X0, the components Xi and Xj, j # i, are independent under 
Pi, and hence have t!o simultaneous jumps. Since PC< Pi, Xi and Xj do not jump 
simultaneously under P either. Therefore, (M ‘, Mj) = 0, i # j. 
To prove (3.4), fix i E I, let J c I be a finite set of indices containing i, and let 
Af=exp(H:+g:),W ts 7, where t 
Hf=C (I log(h(-/At_) dU’,+ jEJ 0 I 
t 
log(~;-/ /&J dD’, 
0 > 
and 
Note here that since 
I 
T 
E I#{_ =O} dh/‘,+ I{p<_ = 0) dD< 
0 I 
=E 
[I 
T (I{h(_ = O}Ai + I{/&_ = 
0 
we have that A{ > 0 dP dLJ{-a.e., and pi > 0 d ‘-a& 
{-a.e., and pf> 0 d j-ax. ee ‘1 is always wel 
and does eventually attain the value --oc, under P’. 
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We also introduce, for 0 s t s 7, 
~lq(A;_/Aj,i-,l dU”,+ 
I 
’ Ilog(/&/&_)l d 
0 
and, for n 2 1, the stopping times 
y (3.1) it follows that P(ji < +a) = 1, and since the remarks above on the almost 
sure positivity of the intensities under law P, together with the facts that U”,C +OO 
and D”, c + CQ P-a.s., imply that P( Fi < +a) = 1, we conclude that 
P(~&rl& 4; = T) = 1. (3.22) 
For all t such that f( C +a, it is known that A f satisfies the stochastic differential 
equation 
I I 
n+=1+ c 
(I 
n;_(n-QAf- - r I)do:+Jo Al;_(~,_f~~._-l)dti; . 
.kJ 6 
Since 
Since, by (3.1), 
where 
Also introducin 
for which p,,(q u) aO,q u 2 0 and ig,(x, t() = 0 iff x = M, the estimate (3.23) takes 
the form 
Let 9(x, U) = lim rs...+a, 9,(x, u). The estimate (3.25) is stiIl valid if (P” is replaced 
by the smaller function (p A pm. Since q~ A(P” increases monotonically to cp, and since 
es monotonieatly to T by (3. we now obtain, by first letti 
the theorem of monotone conv ence, and then letting J increa 
owsi that for some constant 
in ality 
e in lity 
ich is easily seduced to (xv - 
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that is, 
[ J 
7 
E j;, (a$--d;)2 ds s Ca2H(Pl Pi), 
0 I 
thus proving (3.4). 
To prove (3.3) we first note that if --OO c r-, r+ c +a, then XT -X0 is bounded, 
in which case there is nothing to prove. Else, let log+ x denote the function 
1(x 2 I} log X. By (3.2) and the convexity of the function x log+ x we obtain 
+ IM~llog+(2lM;l). 
Therefore, since Mf is square-integrable and since JC log x s x log” x, it is sufficient 
for (3.3) to show that 
(3.27) 
By Jensen’s inequality 
1; lufl dl>lop’( 1; lo:1 tit) s 1.’ lo:iiog+lu:l dt+(iog+ 7) 1 lu:l dt. 
By (3.1) the mean of the last term above is finite, and since l~fld a(h:+pf), the 
first term of the right side can be estimated by 
J ‘It.@og’lv:ldrr a log+a '(A:+&& 0 I 0 
-+a ‘(h:+p~)log+(h~ J 0 
vexnty of x log’ x, further by 
CT 
+0 (A; iog+A;+p: log+ pf) dt. 
is finite, hence (3.27) follows if we can show 
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Wcweuer, picking in (3.26) the term with j = i, it follows after some simplifications 
and repeated use of (3.1) that 
[I 
7 
E (Q(h:, 1)+Qb‘f, 1)) ds <+=k 
0 1 
Thus 
[I 
7 
E (Afloghf+&og/&)dt <+a, 
0 1 
which is equivalent o (3.28), ending the proof of (3.3). EI 
Remark 3.3. The integrability condition (3.1) implies that U: and (af)z can be 
calculated as stochastic forward derivatives in the sense that, for almost all t E (0, T], 
1 
Vf’Fnmh E[(X:+I,-Xf)19,] in L*(P), 
((r:)*=ljrn; E[(X:,,,-Xf)*I9',] in L’(P). -b 
This is proved in Fiillmer [6j for Wiener driven drift processes but the same proof 
goes through in the present case. 
4. Infinitedimensional Markov birth-and-death processes 
Throughout this and the greater part of the subsequent sections, we consider a 
probability law P such that X is a Markov process. This is accomplished by using 
the construction theorem quoted in Section 1, which, however, requires the state 
space to be compact. We therefore assume that 0th r- and r+ are finite hum 
bounding the trajectories from below and above. 
For all x E S, let x f ai and x - ai be the elements defined by 
For i E I, define an operator 6’ on 5%‘(S) by 
and put 
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Now suppose that we are given nonnegative functions A ‘(x) and y’(x), i E 1 and 
x E S, which are continuous on S and uniformly bounded on S and I, that is, such 
that 
supsup(h’(x)+~“(X))<+00, 
itzf xezS 
and which furthermore satisfy the “Ligget-condition” 
sup c (Ils’(~‘)ll+ Ils’(P”>ll) c +cQ 
jEf i-=1 
(40 . 
(4.2) 
It is also assumed that if xi = r+ then Ai =0, and if xi = r- then pi(x) =0 for all 
configurations R = (xj, j f i) and x = (xi, 3). 
Due to (4.1), the operator .Z on V(S) defined by 
9f(x)= C Ai(x)(f(x+ai)-f(X))+~i(X)(f(X-@)-f(X)) 
iEl 
is dense on VI(S) c V(S). Further, conditions (4.1) and (4.2) ensure that the closure 
2 of 5? in %(S) generates a family {P,, 0 s s s 7) of semigroup operators on S 
satisfying the conditions listed in Section 1. Hence, { Ps} generates a unique probabil- 
ity measure P such that X is a strong Markov birth-and-death process on S with 
E[f(XAI&= x] = P,f (x) for all f c “e(S). We also note that, since P solves the 
martingale problem for .Z uniquely, the process f (X,) -1: 9’f (X,) ds, 0 s t s T, is a 
(P, F&martingale for all f c q*(S), and (Z&(S) and V,(S) are both cores for 2 See 
[ 11, Theorems 3.9 and 5.21. 
We call A ‘(x) and p’(x), i E I, the jump rates of X. The next result shows that if 
a Markov process with jump rates as above has locally finite entropy, then the 
intensities ii and bi, say, constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.2, can be identified 
with these prespecified jump rates. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose thst jump rates A’(x) and pi(x), i E I., are given, such thut 
conditions (4.1) and (4.2) hold. Suppose also that the corresponding Markov birth-and- 
deuth process on has locally finite erotropy. Then the conclusions of Theorem 3.2 hold 
with&= v’(X,)and (c#==(a’)“(X,), wherev’(x)==a(A’(x)-p’(x))and (c/)‘(x)= 
eorem 3.2 to the Markov probability measure P under consider- 
u”: and (~?f)* the resulting adapted rift and variance processes 
which, by (3.1) and (3.2), are such that the processes 
I 
t 
$y+x:,- f:ds, Oaeq 
0 
23 
On the other hand, since P solves the martingale problem for the process 
5 = X f - Xb - ji vi ds, 0 s t s 7, is a P-martingale (take the function fix) = x’ in 
9&,(S)). Moreover, the L6vy formula (Bremaud [3, Chapter 1.21) states that, for any 
nonnegative function h E V&S X S), 
c Jws-, Xs)- 
O<SGf I : z, w4& x+d+pfh(xs, x, - 
0 s t I= T, is a P-martingale. In particular, the choice h( X,_ ) X,) = ( f)” yields that 
[M’, M’]-l’(c&*ds= f c (Ax:)“- (a;)” ds, 0~ t s 
0 I 0 
a 
I 
( Vi 
0 
and 
j-’ ((u:)‘-(5:)‘) ds = ([ii@, Ii?,,- i’ (t?f)* &) 
0 0 
both are continuous P-martingales of bounded variation, hence identically zero. 
Hence, for almost all t s r and P-a.s., we get u”f = vf and (Gf)* = (a:)*. q 
Our next aim is to state sufficient eonditions on the jump rates of a Markov 
birth-and-death process to ensure that the corresponding probability measure has 
the property of finite local entropy required in the theorem just proved. Cf. Theorem 
(2.23) in [8]. 
Recall that A”(x) and pi’(x) denote jump rates of the ndard birth-and- 
i, be an optional version of E[Aj( X,) 1 9 and let cl’$ and (aj,‘)’ 
a 
(4.3) 
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then P has locally finite ent and the Axal entropy at i is given by 
1 Ia2 
(A( log(h(/h’:‘) + CLi, log(p$/p$) ds) 1 . 
reover, the Radon- Nikodym derivative L f , 0 s t s T, has the representation 
where 
and 
Lj=exp(H:+g:), (4 6) . 
log(A”_/A-f_) dU”,+ log(&/cl’:‘_) dd)‘, 
irst note that, by (4.1), we may equivalently sum in (4.3) and (4.4) over all 
j c I. Consider a fixed i E I. Let H, and g, be as above and define, for 0~ t s r, 
z = exp(K + g,), 
and 
(lA/,-A’,‘j+I~1!-~llsi))ds=Cf,<+oo, P”-a.s., 
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[ 12, Theorem 18.63. Note here that 
SQ A{> 0 dP’ dU$a.e. (and pf >O dPi -a.e.), so the inte 
well defined. 
erefore, P”( -00 =s < -i-m) = I, and thus, by virtue of ( 
1 and 
lim Pi{Tn=7)=1. n++cO 
The process Z,, 0s t S T? is a solution to the stochastic differential equation 
The integrator in (4.8) is well defined, by (4.3). 
E’ c 
[- I 
,~, ,” z,_(ln(-Afi+ 1 
it follows from (4.8), that, for each n 3 1, Z,, T,, 0~ t s 7, is a uniformly integrable 
Pi-martingale with E’[&-,J = 1. 
Let & be the probability measure on (0, ST), absolutely continuous with respect 
to Pi9 which is thus defined by the relation dF* = Zk,+ d
Girsanov’s theor 
are equivalent on , and this can be used to 
conclude that P and coincide on [O, 
T, = 1 
res 
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and 
’ (A;llog(A'/Ai:)l + ,u$og(p$/p~)~) ds. 
Observe that if A’,- =O then A{_ = 6, which in turn implies that AU{ = 0, fia.s. 
Similarly for pi The integrands in each term of h,, k, and H, are thus well defined 
under P. Since 
Ii, s max( h,, -h,l s max(h,,L), 
it follows from (4.4) and (4.5) that E[lkJ c +a. The process H, - h,, 0~ t s T, is 
therefore a P-martingale, in particular, 
ubini’s theorem, since E[ k, + fi ] < -:-00, 
Wh-~+&-J =E (Af log(A:/Af)+p’ log(~S/Cli:)+A’:‘+lli:-A3-r’,) ds 1 
=I- (A( log(A/,/A’,‘)+CLi, log(p{/pf)+Af+p{ 
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Hence, by Jensen’s inequality, each inte 
nonnegative, so that E [ k, + gTm] ismonot 
which is finite, due to assumption 
continued by 
E’IG* log zTa w, + gT,l ss EB ]++CO. 
This shows that the Pi- ngaie &&, n 2 I, is uniformly int 
limiting random variable 2’ = lim,,+- zTm has unit mean 
defines a probability measure fi Under F9 X is governed by 
cc”,, jE I, up to time T, for each n= However, by (4.7) there e 
that for all n 2 no, T, = s, P”-as., and thus also p-a.~. Hence P = i?, and, therefore, 
Lt = zi. Moreover, for n 2 n@, &@ = &, so that 
El = z,, (4.11) 
which proves (4. 
By Fatou’s lemma and Jensen% inequality we obtain 
us, by (4.11) and monotone conve 
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then the condition 
C WW>ll=+ Il~‘Cic~9Il><+~, if5 I, 
j#i 
(4.14) 
sufices for the conclusions of the theorem to hold true. 
y Fubini’s theorem 
A( log(A(JA’:‘) ds 
E[A{log(A{/A{))9:]ds 1 
(A( log A{ - 1 At log A’::) ds . 
J 
By the mean value theorem, 
Iy logy-x logxla clyl’P-x”P( 
for OS x, y s K and p > 1 and for some constant C > 0. Thus, by (4.1), 
A( log(A(f At) ds ]ccE[~,~~l(A~)‘“-(A~)‘/~lds]. 
et v,~( l ) be the probability measure P( Xs E l IS:). Then, by the triangle inequality 
for the f!‘( v,)-norm, 
A+', 2) dv,( yi) 
I/P 
h’(y’, R) dv,( yi) > I
s l(Aj(x', R))“p - (Ai(yi, %))“pIp dvS(yi))lh 
oreover, the esti ate above implies that 
am MOu spunoq 
s3x !#f ?#r 
? ‘Q@+ > Id,,W,3 -&f/1 ns II = iLi,,(),Sll r( 
El MOU WQqI? ( yp) put! (z1.p) suo~~~puo3 au 
131 lH 
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and 
j;i jlS+‘jlj c +a, i E I. 
(e) (Stochastic Ising model [ 1 I, Chapter IV]). Let I = Zd and F = (0, 1). For finite 
sets R c I, let JR be real numbers uch that for all j E I, CjE R 1 JR 1 c + 00. For x E S, 
let x~(x) = KIksR (2xk - 1). A probability measure u on S is said to be a Gibbs state 
relative to the interaction potential {JR} provided that for all i E I, the conditional 
probability 
p’(x) = v[X’ = xi 1 Xi = 9, j # i](x) 
is given by 
p’(x)= l+exp -2 ,lEi J~xrabj 
( ( >) 
-1 
. 
If c’(x), i E I, are strictly positive jump rates satisfying 
Ci(X)pi(X) = C’(iX)p’(iX), 
then they define a stochastic Ising model, which is 
Gibbs states associated with the potential {JR}. One 
model is 
c’(x) = exp (-Ai JRXfdXj), id 
e condition 
SUP c IRlIJRI<+00, 
it-21 R3i 
reversible with respect o the 
example of a stochastic Ising 
(4.15) 
is sulTicient for this model to satisfy (4.1) and (4.2). The followin 
shows that (4.1s) aaso im lies locally finite entropy. 
p Ic’o4 - &x)l sup l~c”ll c sup Icqx)/c”(,x) - 11 
JicC X I jzi x 
zz 
-2 C JRXR(X) 
R 3J.i 
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(f) (Voter model [ 11 p Chapter VI). The voter model is a arkov process on 
S = (0, i j’ with jump rates given by 
cj(x)=Cq(j,l)(x’(l-xj)+(l-x’)xj), 
I 
where q(j, I) 3 0 for j, I E I and 
A commonly used interpretation is to view S as a collection of ~ndi~du~~s 
having one of two possible positions on a certain issue. With e 
times individual j cho oses a site ! according to the probability 
and then adopts the position of the individual at L 
If the influence of a single individual on the rest of the society is restricted in so 
far that, for some p > 1, 
C q( j, l)*lP C +oO, R E I, 
i 
then the voter model has locally finite entropy. To see this, use the triangle inequality 
for Ip-norms to conclude that 
~(c’(x))“p-(cj(ix))‘~p~S I(q(j, i)(x’(l -Xi)+(f --~‘)d))“~ 
- (q(j, i)(( 1 -x’)(l -xj)+,i,‘))*‘Pl 
and apply criterion (4.12). 
. . 
. 
We continue in this secticrn by studying the behaviour of 8 Markov hi&-and-&at 
process as time goes backwards. 
The time reversal X of X reversed at T is define 
2,(0)=X,(&), 0s ts7, 
where 
o(t)+tG(t)=o((v=- t)-), OS6ST, wEn, 
is the operation on trajectories, w 
continuity of the paths. In particular, for j E 
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entro 
usion in the lemma 
for ev feT. See 
i 
. 
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and 
gurations 2 = (9, j f i), 
ince 
1 9 
1 
I 
V% 
u-upa 
9 
an 
afit 
&=I/& an 
log(LQ E)LI d i++cu ase+O, 
unless Lt = 0 almost surely with respect o 
G tend ts zero in ( 
w 
e now consider the s 
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as stochastic forward derivatives with Ptspect o @ (or stochastic backward de&t- 
tives with respect o P). Similar to Remark 3.3 we have e.g. 
1 A 
$=Frnr E[Xi+,,-Xf(9,] in L’(F). _, 
Therefore, by the Markov property, 
i;(w) = if(X,(o)), 
for measurable functions I?(-) on S x [0, r]. See [S, Remark 2.81, [6, Propo- 
sition 2.53. 
Although we have limited knowledge about the regularity of these functions, we 
refer to ii and &, i E I, as being the backward jump rates of X,. 
Together with the conditional probabilities introduced in (5.7), we consider the 
conditional distribution of the measures v,, 0 G t s r, that is, the functions 
pf(x)=P(X:=x’IX’,=xj,j#i), OWSr, 
defined for v,-almost all configurations f = (xj, j it i), where x = (xi, W), i E I. 
We are now ready to state the connection between forward and backward jump 
rates and these conditional distributions. 
Theorem 5.3. Suppose that the probability measure ofa Murkou birth-and-deuth process 
with jump rates satisfying (4.1) and (4.2) has locuily $nite entropy. For almost 011 
t E [0, r], for any i E I and for v,-almost all 2 = (x”, k f i), the relations 
bC:-,(X)pj(X) = ki(X + Ui)p:(X+ Ui) 
~i7-_I(X)Pf(X)=h'(X_Ui)pj(X_Ui) 
(5.12) 
hoid for all xi E F, x = (xi, a). 
Proof. Let i E I be fixed and take nonnegative functionsf, and g5, such thatf, = f(Xj) 
only depends on the i-th component of X at time s and g5 = g(X{, je I\(i)) is a 
function of the remaining components oF Xs. Then 
=E 
=g 1 
= =E . 
This implies that 
E[g,E[fqXS-ea)C1’(X,+aj~lXi,, jg ill 
= E[g,E[f(Xi+a)$_,(X,)IX~, j# i]], 
and, the&ore, that 
for almost all S, 0s s s 7, and v,-almost all con@ rations ff = (d, j # 5) outside of 
xi. This yields the first reiation of (5.12) and the cond follows by 
of U’ and D’ above. Cl 
If we specialize to a distcbution ZJ of X0 which is invariant for the semigroup 
{r,}, then the time reversal X is again a time homogeneous Markov process. In this 
case, if v E § and f, g E V(S), we put 
@(x)=&(X,)(&,=x]= E[f(&li&=x], 
so that 
I 
g(x)P,f(x) dv(x) = 
I 
f(x)kg(x) Wx), . 
since both sides equal E[g(X,)f (X,) 1. In this sense {f’) and {fit} are dual under 
P. It is, however, not always true that {Fl} is a Markov semigroup generating X. 
The reason for this is that, in general, the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation @$” = 
6’+, only holds almost surely. See e.g. Nagasawa [131. 
An important case, however, when X is generated by a semigroup is the reversible 
situation, that is, when P = k Then, for v E .% and $, g E WO( S), 
so that, by 
J 
g(x)P,f(x) Qv(x) = 
I 
f(xMg(xJ dv(x), 
letting t tend to 0, 
g(=G?fWdv(+- fbM'gbWW== I I 
(x) dv(x) = 0. 
Conversely, this relation implies that & = @,, so that P = 6 if and only if v 
Compare with Proposition 5.3 in [It]. 
Our intention now is to study non-reversible, but invariant, measures V. If the 
jump rates of the reversed process are r iar enough to generate a Markov 
semigroup {F,} dual to { Pt}, then more can said on how the jump rates relate t 
the conditional distributions p’(x) = v[X 
to avoid a priori assumptions on the rever 
such regularity can be achieved 
the conditional distributions correspondi 
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section we change point of view as follows. We start on one hand with an evolution 
in time specified by a set of jump rates, and, on the other hand, with a family of 
probability measures having a specified set of regular functions as their common 
conditional distributions. The question is how this family is related to the set of 
measures, which is invariant for the given jump rates. 
6. Invariance asd local conditional distributions 
The content of this section partly parallels that of Section 3 in Kiinsch [9]. 
If v is a probability measure on S, the local conditional distributions pi of v are 
defined by 
p’(x) = v[X’ = xi 1 P’](x), 
where @’ = a( Xj, j E I\{ i}). 
It is well known that the local conditional distributions do not specify a probability 
measure uniquely. Let s(p) denote those ZJ E A(S) whose local conditional distribu- 
tions are equal to pi, i E I. If lO(P,l > 1 the system is said to exhibit phase transition 
[ll, IV.31. 
We assume that strictly positive functions p’(x), i E 1, are given and ptit, for a 
given family of jump rates A ‘(x) and pi(x), 
ii(X) =~‘(X+aj)p’(X+aj)/p’(X), iE I, 
c'(X) = A ‘(X - aj)p'(X - &)/pi(X), i E I, 
and define an operator A? on %&§) by 
jA1'(X)z VC~ll~i](X)=C~l(X+kaj)p'(X+kai), 
k 
f(x)G ((6i)2(x) - (op2(x)) dv(x)/a2, 
i 6.4) 
where the sum in (6.4) is taken otter the sqqmrting indices ~f$ 
Prwf. By definition of $, 
Cf(JMx)p’(x) = Gf(x)(Ai(x)pi(x)/p’(x+ aJ)p”(x+ ai) 
x1 
=~l(x)Li(x+oi)p’(x+cr,), 
xb 
so that, by averaging over R = (x$ t i), 
I 
f(x)h’(x) dv(x) = 
I 
fCx - ai9Pi(x9 Wx9, 
which proves (6.1). By replacing h’ by cc’ and pi(x+ ai) by p’(x - ai), we obtain 
(6.2). computation, which shows (6.39, relies on (6.1) and (6.2) 
w+%9=-ia~9 69f tx - a99 dvb9 
(X-@l-~i(X9 
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The sums are taken over some finite subset of I covering the index set of the support 
of j’ and g. I3y choosing g E 1, we obtain (6.4). Cl 
mma 6.2. For x E S, i? j E I and ail integers k and 1 such that r- G x’ + ka, xi + la G t+, 
the local conditional distributions satisfy the consistency relation 
P’(X + kai + laj)p’(x)/p’(x+ kai)#(x+ laj) 
= p’(x + kai + laj)p’(x)/p’(x + kai)pj(x + laj). (6.5) 
ForxESandi,jeI,i#j, wehave 
P(X)p’(X+Uj)p’(x+Uj)=/.b@~X+Uj)i’(X)#l’(x), 
&"(X)A'(X _ Uj)P'(X - Uj) = A”(X -Uj)$(X)P’(X). 
(6.6) 
Proof. Let i, j E I be fixed and let J c I be a finite index set containing i and j. Let 
&x’) = y[X’ = xi 1 x’ =x/ je J\(i)], x’ =(x/ jE J), 
be the conditional distribution of Xi given the configuration in J outside i. Obviously, 
the consistency relation in the lemma holds for these finite-dimensional conditional 
distributions, since both sides equal 
v[XJ .z X’ + kai + laj]v[XJ = xJ3/ v[XJ = X' + kai]v[XJ +laj]. 
Now, 
f&(x’) = I #(Xi, XJ’(“, XJc) dVJc(XJc), 
omglement of J and lower index J” on v means restriction. Thus 
1 v-martingale with respect o the filtration of g-al 
by some sequence J 9 l l c I of index sets increasing to I, 
tingale convergence m, converges almost surely to p’(X). 
y letting J tend to I, we obtain (6.5) also for p’(x). 
By definition of hi‘(x) we can write the first identity of (6.6) as 
A . . 
h"(X)p'(X)p'(X f Uj) = /ll”(X + Uj)P”(X+ Uj)P’(x) 
or, equivalent1 y, 
41 
According io the consistency just proved (take I = 1 in (6.5)), the ri 
written as 
k 
k 
which, together with a pa&Eel computation for &j’(x), proves (6.6). 
Below we are going to derive an equation in terms of the functions 
A”(x), #ix), $i(x) and c@(x), which is satisfied ifthe lo conditional distributions 
are those of a measure invariant for the jump rates Ai and &j(x) (Theorem 6.5). 
To do this we are forced to consider a family of reference measures lightly different 
from the measures Pi used SQ far. For i E 1, let an operator 3’ on %&(S) be defined 
bY 
ztftx)= C (A”(x)(f(x+aj)-f(X))+pji(X)(f(X-aj)-f(x)), 
jE1 
f E s,,(S), x E S. Here h”(x) = A(x) and pii = p(x) are the standard jump rates 
defined in (2.7). 
Lemma 6.3. Assume that X is a Markou birth-and-death process with jump rates 
satisfying (4.1) and (4.2). Assume that p”(x), i E IS are continuous conditional distribu- 
tions satisfying 
men, for all i E I, .A!?’ is the generator of a Markov probability measure pi on S, such 
that X under Pi has jump rates A”“(x) and #(xl, j E I. If the assumptions ofCorollary 
4.3 are satis#ed, that is, if either (4.12) hoOds or (4.13) and (4.14) both hold, then P 
has locally finite entropy with respect to the family (pi, i 
roof. For all i E f, we obtain, by (43, that 
sup sup W(x) +#(x)) s sup sup (IQ(x) +&x)) c i-019 
jczl XES jei xeS 
and by (43, (4.2) and (6.79, that 
jei k#i 
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Therefore, there exists, rbr all i E I, a Markov probability measure pi on S with 
infinitesimal generator Zi. An analogue of Corollary 4.3 holds with Pi replaced bjr 
Pi, since the measure u, appearing in the proof of this corollary may also be chosen 
<,j # i), without changing the result, and since in the proof 
of Theorem 4.2 the precise form of the conditioning in the jump intensities of the 
reference measure is never used in an essential way. G 
Our final preliminary is an “It0-formula” for X,. 
For all jtz Q,(S) and 0 s t s T, we have, P-as., 
roof. If Jo &(S) c W&9), this follows simply by summing over all jumps of X 
occurring at sites in the finite support of J: For a general f~ W,(S) the expected 
value of the modulus of the right side above is dominated by 
fs *sup sup WW+(Li(JO) c Ils’fll= c/j$, 
jEl XES &I 
for some constant C, by (4.1), so that this defines a continuous functional on WI(S). 
Similarly, 
cl?fwt 1 -fWdll ss C’llf II ,, 0 V,(S). 
We can thus approximate j C,(S) with a sequence of functions in the dense subset 
conclude that t identity in the lemma holds in L’ and thus Pas. 
uttin 
d(x) = a’( AQ) + pii( 
and 
cP(x) = a2(P(x) -I- c”‘(x)), 
we now show that equation (6.10) below is necessary if the functions p”(x), i E I, 
the local conditional distributions of an invariant measure. 
Fijllmer 17, pp. 177-1781, to prove the 
holds, or if in addition to (4.1) a 
and 
inf inf p’(x) > 0 
iazl x8zS 
hold If v E .% n (p), that is, 2fv is imwiant for the jump rates and has local conditional 
distributions p’(x), then 
(di)*(X)-(ui)*(X)+ G ((~~~~2(x)-(~“)‘(X)-(u~i~2(X)+(a~)2(x)) = 0. 
i#R 
(6.10) 
Proof. Since v is invariant we know, from Theorem 5.3, that if = i’(X,) and 
&f = $(X,) are the jump intensities of 2 under P. By (4.1) and (6.9) it follows that 
supsup(~‘(x)+$\x))<+00 
iel xfizS 
and by (4.0, (4.3, (6.7) and (6.9) that 
sup G (IlSj(?)ll+- lls”($)ll) < foe. 
ief jet 
The closure of (=@I, W*(S)) thus is the generator of a Markov semigroup on S, which, 
by Lemma 6.1, equation (6.3) and the invariance criterion j 3(&)(x) dv(x) = 0, 
satisfies the duality relation 
I I 
g(&$‘o) dv(x), A g E G(S), 
nerator of the semi oup associated to fi 
P has locally finite ntropy with respect to the family { 
This implies that $ has locally finite entropy with respect 
modified version of Lemma 5.1, vahd for Pi instead of Pi. 
with infinitesimal generator 
@f(X)= C (AZii(X)(f(X+aj)-f(X))+&j’(X)(_f(X-aj)-f(X)), 
jEl 
f E Cc,(S). Therefore, by applying a similar 
particular equation ( ), to 9 and i)‘, for 
Nikodym derivative = dP/dP’, the rep 
i = exp(C++g’,), 7 
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Using the definition of i’(x) and $(x) and the identities (6.6) of Lemma 6.2, this 
can be written, P-a.s., 
log p’(X,) -log p’(X(J = c (I 7 1Og (pi(Xs)/pi(Xs - aj)) dU{ jei 0 
I 
7 
+ lOg(p’(X~)/p’(X~ + Qj)) dD’, + hi-g:. 
0 
(6.14) 
However, by (6.7) and (6.9) it follows that log pi E V,(S), so we obtain from Lemma 
6.4 that the stochastic integral part on the right side “telescopes” to 
log( pi( X,)/pi( X0)), that is, to the left side. Therefore, h) - gi = 0, fia.s. By varying 
T, which here is arbitrary, this yields that 
c ((&‘i)2(x)-(t?j)2(x)-(uji)2(x)+(uj)2(x))=o 
jtzl 
for v-almost all x9 or, noting that (#)*(x) = (o”)*(x), that (6.10) holds v-a.s. 
Since the jump rates and the local conditional distributions are continuous by 
assumption, it follows by (4.14), (6.8) and (6.9) that the sum above is a continuous 
function on S. Hence the subset of S, of v-measure zero, where the sum does not 
vanish is open. But all open sets in S have strictly positive v-measure, in view of 
(6.9). Therefore, (6.10) holds everywhere. Cl 
emark 6.6. (i) For a one-dimensional system with I = {i), equation (6.10) reduces 
to (#)*(x) -(m’)*(x) = 0, or 
hi(x--a)pi(x-a)-~i(x)pi(x)=O, r’*<xQr+, 
so that, for each i, (6.10) can be viewed as a one-dimensional equilibrium equation 
modified by a sum of correction terms, one for each component XT’ interactin 
with Xi. 
( ) ii or a finite system on the state space FJ, IJI < +a, a probability measure v 
is stationary iff 
jczJ 
(h"lX -Uj)p’(X - Uj)/p’(X) -t- p’(X + Uj)p"(X + Uj)/p'(X) 
-h’(x)-pi(x)) 
= C (A'(X-Uj)V(X-Uj)+&hi(X+Uj)V(X+Uj)-A'(X)V(X) 
jcJ 
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(iii) If Theorem 4.2, in particular the represe 
homogeneous Markov processes, then this tech 
infinite-dimensional nalogue of the 
ution in time of the local conditional d 
distributions p:(x), i E 1,Os t 6 T, the 
and & and a corresponding rnodi~~~on of (6.1 
i E I. For two-state processes these e ons can be written as equation 
where this type of evolution wa 
We comment further on the rel e results in [!?J by statin 
Theorem 6.4 in the notation of for two-state process 
the difference operator 
qf(x)=j&x)-f(x), fEC(S). 
Corollary 6.7. Let continuous flip rates be given9 such that (4.1) and (4.2) hotd. 
Assume they generate a probability measure of locally finite entrupy. If v E 4 A S(p) 
for some conditional distributions p’(x), i E I, satisfying (d.T), (6.8) and (6.9), then 
c B’(cj -S)(x) =0, iE 1. (6.15) 
jef 
Proof. Due to the identities 
and 
C"(X)-Cci(X)=p'(iX)(C"(jX)- Cj(X), 
(6.10) reduces in this case to 
/3’(iY) C (c^‘(X)w~~(iX)-C”(X)+Cj(~))=O. 
&I 
rk 6.8. Assume that infi,p infXES C’(X)> 0 and that cj 
en the assumptions of the corollary are fulfilled, due to 
Theorem 3.1 in 191. 
Our next aim is to prove a convezse to eorem 6.5, which shows that condition 
(6.9) is not only necessary but also sufficient for e conclusion that v 
and therefore that, if 9 n 9?(p) # c+, t 
Suppose that we have jump rates 
‘stri~utio~s pi (x), i E I, such that the co 
and such that (6.10) ho 
t for the semigroup associated wit 
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Proof. Since Cc,(S) is a core for 2 it suffices to prove that j %‘J(x) dv(x) = 0 for all 
,f~ qO(S). Take a fixed f~ %&(S) and a finite index set J c I such that the index set 
Jo of the suppsrt off is contained in J, JO c cr. By Lemma 6.1, equation (6.49, 
QZ 
I 
2f(x) du(x) = 
I 
j.(x) C ((9)*(x) - (a”)*(x)) dv(x). 
jEJ 
Set 
and, for i E 1, 
q:(x) =,FJ ((6@)*(x) -(a”)2(x)). 
Now take i E J. Then, since clf( X) E 9’ = a(X$ f i), 
a2 
I 
zY’(x9 d4x9 = .f(X)q.b) dv(x) 
I 
f(x)dtx) ddx9+ f(x)(qJ(X)-q;(X)) dv(x) 
= c v[fl ~‘ltx)dtJd dx9 + J f(x)(qJ(x) -q:(x)) dv(x) J 
= J dfl ~'ltx)!fJ (~9 d4x9 
so that 
a* IS x9 dv(x) 
After a finite number of such steps we end up with 
a2 
II 
zm9 WX) 
I 
s (j-f(x)wx~l Ij- q,(x)dv(xj 
+ 
1 
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But j q,(x) dv(x) =O, due t (6.1) and (6.2) of Lemma 6.1. Therefore, since &y = Q 
for all i E I\&, 
a* II 
However, ql (x) - i(x) = 0, by (6.10), 
in view of (4.14), (6.8) and (6.9), so we can let J inerease to I and conclude, by 
bounded convergence, that 
a* 
II 
9f(x)d+) s G 
I iEE 
1 lim la(x) - q>(x)1 dv(x) = 0, 
J+I 
and hence, that v is invariant. 
Again specializin to two-state processes we conclude that (6.15) characterizes 
the local conditional distributions of a measure which is invariant for 
rates. This improves Theorem 3.3 in [9]. By combining Theorem 6.9 with the 
generalized, non-reversible, version of HotEey’s result on the decrease in time of the 
functional applied to V, [9, Theorem 4.11, we also obtain the following 
nt of Corollary 4.2 in [ 
A probability measure v on (& is said to be shift invariant if P(SiA) = 
set of all shift invariant probability measures. The 
s and interaction potentials were introduced in 
netions pi are Gibbs with potential {JR}, we write 
0. Suppose that we have strictly positive, continuous, sh$t invu~i~~~t Jtip 
such that EjjEl tts’(c”,tt Q + . If there exists an in temction potential (JR ) 
Id Z&O WR + C 013 such that %@J)n$ # 4, then 3%-d&== S(J)nX 
fn one dimension there is n 
potential provided EIR So diam( R)l& I/ 1 
the existence of an 
is ~o~d~ti~n a d CR 
be the unique element in 9 n 3’. 
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